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Cotton Crissman Overshirt
__

Corduroy Moleskin

Style No................. OS0001
Colors..................... Sage
Fabric..................... Cotton Corduroy
Wholesale Price..... $165
MSRP.................... $345

The Crissman Overshirt has become a staple in the Dehen 1920 collection - a garment 
that exemplifies the quality and craftsmanship on which we have built our reputation. 
An instant Dehen Classic that was developed to be around for a long, long time.  Here 

we present two new fabrication options in two new colors.

Reinforced elbow construction
Two chest pockets

Lower double welt hand pockets
Snap closure at neck

Keyhole buttonholes throughout
100% cotton lined interior accents

Single inside pocket

Style No................. OS0001MS
Colors..................... Palomino
Fabric..................... Cotton Moleskin
Wholesale Price..... $165
MSRP.................... $345



Denim Crissman Overshirt
__

Style No................. OS0001
Colors..................... Indigo
Fabric..................... Cotton Denim
Wholesale Price..... $165
MSRP.................... $345

The Crissman Overshirt has become a staple in the Dehen 1920 collection - a garment 
that exemplifies the quality and craftsmanship on which we have built our reputation. 
An instant Dehen Classic that was developed to be around for a long, long time. This 
13.5 ounce Indigo Denim option will only improve with age, developing unique and 

worn character.

Denim
Reinforced elbow construction

Two chest pockets
Lower double welt hand pockets

Snap closure at neck
Keyhole buttonholes throughout

100% cotton lined interior accents
Single inside pocket



1/2 Zip Cotton Club Shirt
__

Style No................. SH0010
Colors..................... Sage
Fabric..................... Cotton Corduroy
Wholesale Price..... $155
MSRP.................... $320

Style No................. SH0010
Colors..................... Palomino
Fabric..................... Cotton Moleskin
Wholesale Price..... $155
MSRP.................... $320

Corduroy Moleskin

Inspired by a classic silhouette worn by the loggers of the Pacific Northwest, our 1/2 
Zip Club Shirt offers a refined update on a classic anorak work shirt.  The 100% cotton 
Corduroy and Moleskin options elevate this piece even further to a luxurious but subtle 

addition to your outerwear collection.

11” zip front
Two chest pockets
Keyhole buttons

Convertible collar
Back yoke

Double needle topstitching throughout



Heavy Duty Tee
__

Authentic quality is the hallmark of the Dehen 1920 label, and our Heavy Duty Tee is no 
exception.  Made from cotton jersey fabric knit, cut and sewn in the U.S.A., this shirt is 

crafted to be the best and most versatile tee in your closet.  Keeping true to our 
heritage, we balanced our classic, no-frills approach with an uncompromising attention 

to detail, producing a garment rugged enough to shoulder a day’s work, but refined 
enough to accompany your favorite cardigan or sport coat.  Light enough to wear on a 

hot summer day, but - like all Dehen products - built to stand the test of time. 

Heavyweight Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves, Hem, & Pocket

Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label

Style No................. TS01
Color...................... Sage / Old Gold / Palomino
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale Price..... $25
MSRP.................... $55



Heavy Duty Pocket Tee
__

Authentic quality is the hallmark of the Dehen 1920 label, and our Heavy Duty Pocket 
Tee is no exception.  Made from cotton jersey fabric knit, cut and sewn in the U.S.A., 

this shirt is crafted to be the best and most versatile tee in your closet.  Keeping true to 
our heritage, we balanced our classic, no-frills approach with an uncompromising 

attention to detail, producing a garment rugged enough to shoulder a day’s work, but 
refined enough to accompany your favorite cardigan or sport coat.  Light enough to 

wear on a hot summer day, but - like all Dehen products - built to stand the test of time. 

Style No................. TS01P
Color...................... Sage / Old Gold / Palomino
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale Price..... $26.50
MSRP.................... $58

Heavyweight Jersey Knit in USA
Self-Bound Neck

Single Chest Pocket
Blind Stitched Sleeves, Hem, & Pocket

Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label



Heavy Duty Long Sleeve Tee
__

Made from a heavyweight cotton jersey, cut and sewn in the U.S.A., our Heavy Duty 
Long Sleeve Tee keeps the same no-frills approach and uncompromising attention to 
detail as our original short sleeve version.  We've again produced a garment rugged 

enough to shoulder a day’s work, but refined enough to accompany your favorite 
cardigan or sport coat.  We are confident this will be the most beloved tee you 

own...that is unless, of course, you already have one of our others.

Heavyweight Jersey Knit in USA
Self-Bound Neck

Single Chest Pocket
Blind Stitched/Open Hem at Sleeves

Blind Stitched Hem, & Pocket
Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label

Style No................. LST01P
Color...................... Sage / Old Gold / Palomino
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $36.50
MSRP..................... $80



“Knittin’ Bulldogs” Tee
__

For our newest Heavy Duty Graphic Tees, we pulled mascots from our Dehen 
cheerleading catalog archives, circa 1970.  Then we thought to ourselves, every 

mascot needs a team, right? And every team needs a league. And so it was decided, the 
dawn of the Dehen Kitting League was at hand and we had our first two expansions 

teams.

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves, Hem, & Pocket

Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label

Style No................. TS01 - D15
Color...................... Old Gold / Black
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $26.50
MSRP..................... $58

 KNITTIN’ BULLDOGS

PORTLAND, ORE



“Bluebirds” Tee
__

For our newest Heavy Duty Graphic Tees, we pulled mascots from our Dehen 
cheerleading catalog archives, circa 1970.  Then we thought to ourselves, every 

mascot needs a team, right? And every team needs a league. And so it was decided, the 
dawn of the Dehen Kitting League was at hand and we had our first two expansions 

teams.

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves, Hem, & Pocket

Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label

Style No................. TS01 - D16
Color...................... Palomino / Blue
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $26.50
MSRP..................... $58



Vintage Sports Tee
__

The Dehen Company has been associated with clubs, teams and team sports ever since 
our 1920 inception.  Respecting the 100 + year history, we offer our Vintage Sports 
Tee, honoring our century-long support of athletes, riders and participants at every 

level. 

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves, Hem, & Pocket

Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label

Style No................. TS01 - D17
Color...................... Sage / Old Gold / Palomino
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $27.50
MSRP..................... $60




